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strikes
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70 classes canceled on campus

By MELODY J. CRICKMAN
Staff writer

KEN TREVARTHAN I Staff photographer

ior left.. Montgomery, a graphic design major, pushes his girlfriend's car out of a
'ng space after it got?tuck outside the Union Monday.

• Temps to reach 60s on
Saturday. See page 3

Thirty-nine instructors were unable to
conduct classes Monday because the
weather conditions would not allow them
to reach campus.
Even though the majority of classes
were held as scheduled around campus,
about 70 classes were canceled because of
instructor absences.
All instructors that were absent because
of the road conditions live out of town
from such places as Terre Haute, Ind. Paris
and Champaign.
Marilyn Oglesby, management/marketing department chair, said the absences
.. depended on where they (instructors)
were located." She said her department
only had two instructors unable to make it
to Eastern Mond.ay.
The English department had nine teachers absent because of the snowy conditions.
However, all of Eastem's physic instructors
made it to classes.
"The physic faculty is either very hardy
or fool-hardy," said Physic Department
Chair Douglas Davis.
Although there were several home economics and elementary and junior high
education instructors unable to drive to
campus, their classes were taught by gradu-

ate students or other instructors.
John LeDuc, mathematics department
chairperson, said the weather didn't have a
large impact even though eight or nine
classes in his department were canceled.
The last time Eastern was forced to cancel all classes because of bad weather conditions was 11 years ago.
Weather conditions have to get a lot
worse than they were on Monday for
Eastern to cancel classes completely, said
Glenn Williams, vice president for student
affairs .
"In 1978, we had 17 inches (of snow) in
about 13 hours," Williams said. That was
the only day that afternoon classes were
canceled in the 30 years Williams has been
here, he said.
Williams added he sees no reason why
students can't walk to classes unless the
snow is waist-high. About half of Eastern's
student population lives on campus and 20
percent of the other half live within walking distance of campus.
Classes that were canceled will probably
have their syllabuses reorganized to make
up the missed day, Williams said.
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e winter storm that left most
Illinois covered with ice and
w Monday won't stop the
· ois Board of Hi her
m.au.w.l-Llcum making budget
locations for Eastern and
state universities Tuesday in
go.
though there was a possibiliof cancellation, .represenatives
m the board's Springfield
ce said some members were
ady en route Monday afterfor the 9 a.m. meeting at the
tin Hotel in Chicago.
Richard Wagner, IBHE execudirector, said the board had
d to provide more than $2
ion for the state's 12 public
ersities. But a smaller budget
posal from Gov. James R.
mpson is forcing the IBHE to
its allocations to the univer-

Editors note: this is the second of
a three-part series concerning
Eastern's international student
policies.

By JASON JENKINS
Staff writer

nside the

ntemational

Student's Office
Part two:

s.
The reallocations prepared by
IBHE staff show Eastern will
receive $47.9 million for the
cal year beginning July 1
tead of the recommended
1.8 million. The Board of
vernors, Eastern 's governing
d, had requested $53.4 milfor Eastern in FY '90.
BOG Chancellor Thomas
zell said the governor's budis a "good start" to improving
financial condition of higher
cation in Illinois, but added
"there's still a long way to

ents

go."
In addition to making reallocations based on Thompson's $1.5
billion budget for higher education, the IBHE will discuss and
take action on a 1985 ruling
which established a set of mandatory high school course requirements for college-bound students.
The 1985 ruling, which was to
be fully implemented by the fall
semester of 1993, would have
required high school students to

complete four years of English,
three years of social studies, three
years of mathematics, three years
of sciences and two years of electives in foreign language, music
or art before being admitted to a
state university.
However, the IBHE staff will
make a recommendation at
Tuesday's meeting to reverse the
board's ruling and make the

• continued on page 7

Many international students
have voiced concern, fear and
anger regarding the office of
international students, its adviser
Bridgette Chen and the manner in
which scholarships are awarded.
The complaints, which have
extended over a three-year period,
first became known when
Eastern 's Faculty Senate (in the
fall of 1986) heard complaints
from international students.
Those complaints ranged from
housing difficulties of newly
arrived students to alleged abuses
of giving out scholarships on a
reward/punishment basis with
favoritism shown to some students.
Assistant journalism professor
Mary Wohlrabe, chair of Faculty
Senate during that time, said the
senate had invited the students to
come to an Oct. 28, 1986 senate
meeting.
"We invited them," Wohlrabe
said, "to get them to tell their
complaints."
She said some complaints dur-

Scholarships
ing the meeting concerned: housing international students during
breaks when residence halls were
closed; failure of the university to
encourage more contact between
professors, international students
and native students and conflicts
with Chen over scholarships.
Wohlrabe said, based on students' complaints, the senate had
extended an invitation to Chen,
who declined the invitation on
grounds that she was working
part-time.
According
to
Wohlrabe, Chen was invited at
least twice.
Wohlrabe said Chen could not
come. "She was working parttime. Our meetings were on
Tuesdays at 2 (p.m.), and she said
she could not come because she
was not working."
John North, Faculty Senate
member during that time, said he
and two others met with Chen
after she declined to appear at the
Senate meeting.

+ continued on page 9
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Bush implores Senate to approve Towe
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
angry President Bush said
Monday he's fed up with innuendos
against
Defense
Secretary-designate John Tower · "this decent man" - and called
on lawmakers to approve the
nomination as bitter debate
resumed in the Senate.
"I stand by this man," Bush
told a wildly cheering Vetrans of
Foreign Wars audience. "I stand
by him because he is uniquely
DANVILLE -The attorney for a policeman who accused the local
qualified as the right man to take
newspaper of libel said Monday the nation's highest court had ended
charge of the Pentagon."
his client's chance of winning the case.
He asked senators to "use their
"The U.S. Supreme Court was our last shot," said attorney Richard
own expierence with John Tower
Opsahl of Rantoul, "That's too bad."
as an expert on defense issues, as
The high court, without comment, Jet stand rulings that Michael
a former colleague and as a tough,
Reed had failed to prove defamatory articles about him in the
Commercial News were published with "actual malice."
The stories linked Reed to a suspected police burglary ring.
Opsahl said Reed should not have been considered a "public official" for the purposes of a libel suit.
(AP)-Jesse
CHICAGO
Public officials must prove an allegedly libelous statement about Jackson fasted three days because
them was made with actual malice-with knowledge or reckless disre- he hungers for the defeat of
gard of its falsity.
Democratic mayoral nominee
Private citizens who sue for libel must prove the statement was false Richard M. Daley, but some
and made negligently.
Democrats say Jackson's efforts
The 1978 articles that sparked Reed's suit named him in connection are sttitining the two-time
with a grand jury investigation into burglaries committed in 1970 and Democratic presidential con1971. Reed never was charged with a crime.
tender's party credentials.
"What kind of credibility does
that give Jackson nationwide with
other Democrats?" asks Illinois
BARTOW, Fla. -The trial of a retired librarian will hinge on party Chairman Vince Demuzzio.
whether a jury believes he was temporarily insane when he fired on "This is certainly not going to
children, shoppers and police officers during a seven-hour siege, killing
six people.
Lawyers for William B. Cruse, 61, planned to argue that alcohol and
psychiatric problems caused him to open fire with a semiautomatic
CHAMPAIGN (AP)-U.S. soyrifle, a shotgun and a revolver outside his home in the coastal commubean farmers may be asked to
nity of Palm Bay and at two adjacent shopping centers.
contribute about $60 million a
Jury selection began Monday, with Circuit Judge John Antoon conyear to promote their crop, but
yen,ing a pool of more than WO people from whic~ .tb select a 12-memthey will have an opportunity to
ber jury and several alternates.
decide whether that really
The shooting spree April 23, 1987, led to 36 felony charges that
increases their profits.
could send Cruse to the electric chair: six counts of first-degree murder,
"They can see how the money
28 of attempted murder and two of kidnapping.
is invested and what the results
The trial was moved 75 miles west to Bartow after a telephone survey suggested that many people in central Florida's Brevard County
are,"
said Steve Drake,
believed Cruse guilty.
spokesman for the American
In a videotaped interview after his arrest, Cruse calmly told police
Soybean Association in St. Louis.
Delegates representing ASA's
he believed neighbors, strangers and supermarket employees were con30,000 members voted Friday to
stantly spreading rumors that he was homosexual. He said he had to
stop it.
support a national checkoff, if

High Court ends cop's case

testimony I've seen."
Sen. James Exon,
retorted that while he had v
with the president on other no
nations, he would not sup
Tower because of "the pers
qualifications of the nominee."
Democratic opposition
Tower remained solid.
Associated Press survey sho
47 Democrats and Sen. La
Pressler, R-S.D., either soli
against the nomination or le ·
against it, and 40 Republic
either solidly committed or 1
ing toward confirming Tow
Democrats hold a 55--45 majo
in the Senate.

hard-nosed negotiator to guide
them."
Hours after Bush spoke,
Republicans and Democrats.
ignoring Bush's call to "put partisanship aside," clashed once
more on the Senate floor.
Republican
Whip
Alan
Simpson of Wyoming called the
accusations against Tower "so
obviously flimsy" and urged his
cooeagues not to base their decisions on allegations recounted in
the FBI report on Tower.
Simpson called on his fellow
senators "to walk a mile in John
Tower's shoes before they cast a
vote against him based upon the

Jackson's efforts hurting him

Trial set for killer

in the politics of Chicago's bl
community
since
Har
Washington, the city's first bl
mayor, died near the start of
second term in 1987.
Jackson has tried to be a pe
maker, but his plea for un'
among supporters of Sawyer
Evans during the ·primary w
unheeded. Now his position is
odds with the man Jackson s
cessfully backed to head
Democratic National Commit

bode well for Jackson nationally
if he has any future ambitions,
which I'm sure he does."
Jackson backed Mayor Eugene
Sawyer in the Democratic primary won last week by Daley, but
that was because the candidate of
his choice-Democratic Alderman
Timothy Evans- sat out the primary in favor of a third-party bid
in the April 4 general election.
The attack on Jackson's party
credentials is only the latest event
in what has become an imbroglio

Farmers may promote their crop

The

Daily

markets and uses for beans and
improve crop research.
"The No. 1 thing the f
said is this thing ought to
fair," said Jorgensen.
He said the proposed natio
checkoff would be fair beca
"everyone invests and every
benefits."
ASA estimates the progr
would raise about $60 million
a typical year, with half of
money remaining in the indivi
al states for local research
promotion.

implemented, would be put to a
vote by farmers after it had been
in place for 18 to 36 months. The
farmers would decide whether it
should continue.
Marlyn Jorgensen, an Iowa
farmer and vice president of
ASA, said Monday that soybean
growers support the national
checkoff because the current system is unfair.
Twenty-six states have soybean checkoffs, but their rates
vary and not all farmers contribute to programs to find new
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In Office Products, Our
Name Goes A Long Way.
And So Will Your Career.
CAMADON. Not only are we the fastest growing Ricoh dealership, but
we're also one of the largest independent office product dealers in the nation.
In short, we're in demand. And so are the products that we represent. With
over $4 billion in sales during 1987, Ricoh has already gained international
recognition for its superior copier and facsimile equipment. Because of this
strong connection, CAMADON can give your sales career a winning edge
that few can match.
We'll start you off with all of the key elements of sales success:
• Superb, comprehensive training taught by our own in-house staff
• Advancement opportunity to the management level
• The support of a company that's continuing to go places
•Lucrative base salary/commission plan with bonus potential
CAMADON. If you're looking to make a name for yourself in office products
sales, start with ours. Find out how by meeting with us in person:

Tuesday, March 14

NIGHT STAFF
Night editor ............. Donelle Pardee
Asst. NightEditor ............. Jill Madsen
Wire Editor ................... Dawrt Smith

•

Sports editor ................. Al Lagattolla
Photo editor ........... Ken Trevarthan
Copy desk ................... Clark Carlson

Check with your Placement Office for further information. If unable to see
us on campus, meet with us for a local interview in one of our 7 midwest
locations. Call 312/852-9797, or send your resume to: J. Bahlmann,
CAMADON, 1050 Warrenville Road, Suite 100, Lisle, IL 60532, to be ·
considered. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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eathe.r forecaster says end of snow in Sight
snowstorm which smothCharleston in several inches
ow Monday morning will
way to 60 degree weather by
rday, a National Weather
'ce forecaster said.

Rod Palmer said the snow will
let up early Monday evening to
clear the way for "milder, gentler
weather."
While Tuesday will remain
cold, only reaching the mid 20s,
by Saturday the temperature will
reach 60 degrees Foster said.
"If we didn't have the snow on
the ground, it would probably

reach 70 degrees by Saturday,"
he added.
Until Saturday arrives, though,
Eastern students will have to handle the snow which hiis recently
fallen.
Charleston Police Chief
Maurice Johnson said the snow
has not caused too many problems for travelers.

Sgt. Rebecca Marvin of the
Coles
County
Sheriff's
Department agreed very few accidents beside drivers sliding off
the roadway have been reported.
She added the ramps entering
and leaving the main highways
such as Interstate 57 are especially slippery.
Mark Dwiggins, Charleston's

city engineer, said the city's
efforts to clean up the streets
began Sunday at noon.
"They started clearing and
putting down salt on Sunday at
noon and continued their work
through today about 4 (p.m.),"
Dwiggins said. "I think there are
still some people out working
tonight."
'

angles tickets go slow
Exactly 500 tickets were sold for the
·1 7 Bangles concert Monday, but bad
ther kept sales slightly below expectas.
lack of tickets sold this year could be
'buted to the adverse weather condis. "I guess the weather had something
do with it," David Mil berg, student
'vities director, said.
'Iberg said the temperature is supposed
rise and hopefully more people will get
and buy tickets.
"We wanted to be prepared in case there
a large line," Milberg said.
However, students didn't have to wait in

line and the number of tickets sold was less
than UB officials expected. Milberg said
UB expected to sell more tickets than they
did.
The first~day ticket sales for last year's
Squeeze concert left students standing in
long lines. Ticket sales for that day totaled
1,327, but the total dropped to 190 for the
second day.
Sales for the general public begin
Tuesday and area ticket outlets will be selling tickets, Milberg added.
UB concert coordinator Trever Brown
said. there's has been great feedback from
the community and the high schools in the
area.
Tickets may be purchased at outlets in
Charleston and Mattoon, Brown said.

hirsty's fights suspension
CATHY PODWOJSKI

A suit to temporarily delay the 21-day
uspension leveled against Thirsty's, 508
. Monroe Ave., has been filed by
irsty's attorney Ron Tulin.
Tulin filed a complaint for injunction
gainst Liquor Commissioner and Mayor
Murray Choate in response to Chaote 's
ent decision to close the bar for a threeday and 21-day suspension. The decision
stemmed from two separate incidents in
which underage students were allegedly
allowed into the tavern and served alcohol.
In the complaint, Tulin said the appeal,
which he filed on the behalf of owner
James Sears, would not be heard by the
Illinois Liquor Commission until April 15,
after the suspensions had been served.
Thirsty's was recently closed from

Friday to Sunday for the first of the suspensions. The 21-day suspension began
Monday and is scheduled to _continue until
March 26.
To prevent "irreparable damage" from
loss of business during the suspensions
while waiting for the appeal to be heard,
Tulin filed the complaint to push back the
time the suspensions would be served.
Tulin said he expects to receive an
answer to his complaint within the week.
"It shouldn't take too long, but with the
weather, things have gotten kind of
jammed up," Tulin said.
Choate, who made the decision after a
Feb. 24 liquor hearing, could not be
reached for comment.
Thirsty's and Panther Lounge, 1421 S.
Fourth St., will also face charges stemming
from a Jan. 30 accident involving two
Eastern students at a hearing which has yet
to be rescheduled.
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wareness Week
By TONY CAMPBELL
Staff writer

This week is AIDS Awareness
Week and activities will begin
Tuesday with two seminars to
give accurate and complete information about the feared AIDS
virus.
"AIDS in the Workplace," will
be held from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. Tuesday in the East side of
the Union Ballroom. A guest

panel will consist of Jerry Carden,
health educator at Mercy
Hospital, Urbana; zoology profess or Kip McGilliard and Dr.
Richard Larson from the university health service.
The seminar will attempt to
relieve the thoughts of fear and
panic in the general public generated from lack of information
about the disease, and dispell the
idea that the disease could be

Swing into the action by reading
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spread by
workplace,
said
Angie
Abrahamson, coordinator of
AIDS Awareness Week.
How to handle employees or students exposed to a documented
case in their environment will
also be discussed, Abrahamson
said.
Issues such as how to handle
students or employees which are
submitted to an environment

where there is a documented case
will also be discussed.
Larson will speak again at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the lobby of
Stevenson Hall on the topic of
"Aids; what you need to know."
Abrahamson, who is coordinating AIDS Awareness Week, said
Larson will address the misconceptions some people have about
the virus. " Some people aren't
sure exactly what AIDS is all

about and Dr. Larson will try to
clear that up."
Popular misconceptions about
AIDS are that the vfrus can be
contacted from use of public bathrooms or telephones and shaking
hands, Abrahamson said.
In addition to Larson's lecture,
a film, "The AIDS Movie," will
be shown in the video lounge at
12:45 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday.

The Men of Sigma Pi
would like to present their

New Sweetheart
Advertisers
the deadline
for ads is
Thursday,
March 9
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Faculty gets
the short end
of the stick
On the surface, it appears that by practically guaranteeing Eastern students that there
won't be further tuition increases in 1990, the
budget Gov. James R. Thompson has proposed to the General Assembly is in our best
interests.
But look at that budget a llttle closer and
that may not be the case.
·
Although it appears Thompson's proposed
budget won't put a big dent in students' cash
flow, it won't guarantee the teachers in
Illinois the ~nuses they deserve either.
Edit rial ·
Faculty and ·staff memo
bers in Illinois have asked for a
O,~rcent salC\ry \lU<e, and from .the . look$ of
things, they're not going to get it.
Thompson's $21.8 billion budget, which
Includes a $115 million increase for higher
education, will at the most, provide faculty
and staff with only a 4 percent salary hike.
Thompson, (although he may appear to be
a savior for higher education in general,) is
not doing faculty and staff a favor by denying
them a salary increase, and, on top of that,
turning around and asking them to support
an income tax increase that is supposed to
directly benefit their employer - higher education. It's like saying ''I'll tell you what folks.
I can't give you that extra money_right now,
but if you can give me a couple of extra
bucks, I can make higher education In Illinois
better for all of us. Well, uh ... I mean at least
most of us."
Traditionally, when it comes to salaries,
teachers and faculty at Eastern have gotten
the short end of the stick.
And in the long run, it hasn't hurt them as
much as it has hurt the university as a whole.
Eastern faculty members are constantly
lured by teaching positions in other states
that offer substantially higher salaries, benefits and research facilities. And as the case
was in of 1988, if the offer is .good enough,
faculty members will jump at it. In 1988,
Eastern lost about 12 faculty members to
other states that could at least provide their
teachers with some financial security. As
funding. for education·(in all aspects) in Illinois
continues to decline, so does the quality of
education here.
The General Assembly, when it considers
Thompson's ·budget proposal, must realize
that you get what you pay for.

I'm convinced that meteorologically, Illinois has got to
be one of the most screwed
up states in the nation.
I don't claim to be a
weather expert, but think
about it. Remember those few
weeks in January (when the
weather is supposed to like It
is now) and the sun was shlni ng, the temeperature was
close to 50 degrees, the wind
was pleasantly mild, it was
warm enough to wear shorts,
and in general, everyone was
in a good mood.
Now here we are in March, just a few weeks shy of
spring break and there's about 10 inches of snow on
the ground, it takes more than half an hour to get all of
the ice off of your windshield, the wind is blowing
right in your face at about a gazillion miles an hour, it's
cold, your feet are wet, now that you got all of the Ice
off of your windshield your car won't start, once you
do get your car started you can't get It out of the
unplowed parking lot, and now that you realize you're
in the middle of the unplowed parking lot, you try to
put your car back to where you found It but it won't
budge. And In general. everyone is not in a good
mood.
Something is wrong.
Hello, welcome to Illinois.
Illinois Is not a state that will intentionally brag
about its varying climates. If you look at the covers of
most tourism guides (and even Eastern's catalog and
promotional paraphernalia) you won't see any pictures
of people trudging through 10 inches of snow (with
the wind blowing right in their faces at about a gazillion miles an hour) toting smiles on their faces and just
making you think what a wonderful place Illinois to
live. You won't see any pictures of three Eastern stu-

dents sitting In the snow under an oak tree in
library quad (pretending to do thelr homework tog
er), smiling ·and just making you think what a won
ful place Eastern must be.
You won't see any pictures of an Eastern stude
swearing and cursing at a Charleston city truck as
plows four feet of snow up against his door an
wedges him In.
You won't see pictures of students building bonflr
in the classrooms of Coleman Hall because for so
reason, the heating system there was rigged up for
air conditioning to work during the winter months
the heating system to work in the summer months.
You won't see Stan Rives shoveling the sidewalk I
front of Old Main, making you think what an incredl
horny kind of guy Stan is.
And the reason is simple. If they did show pictur
like that, nobody would willingly choose to go here.
And when I trudge all over campus in all of this,
makes me wonder why I came here.
But now that I am here, I have no choice but to d
with it. And I've decided that this crappy weather
actually have its advantages.
After all, It gives you a perfectly legitimate r
not to go to class.
Just when you were running out of the old standb
like "I just don't feel good," or 'Tm still hanging fr
lrujt weekend," or "If I don't get at least 18 hours
sleep today, I just won't be able to function," an
" Well, I've got ttils paper due In a half hour and
haven't started It yet so I don't think I should go
class today," and finally. "This Is the first time thl
semester that my electric blanket has reached the optl·
mum temperature so I'd better stay in bed and enjoy It
now because it's only a once a year thing."
Now all you need do is look out the window, an
like any ration<;\! person, just say, "Uh-Uh, no way."

- Jeff Madsen Is the editorial page editor and a regular
columnist furThe Dally Eastern News.
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Quote of the day•••

''

One good schoolmaster is
worth a thousand priests.
Robert Ingersoll

''

\'our tunj>
Clarification on
cadaver classes
Dear editor;
I wish to clarify the comment
attributed to one of my graduate
assistants, Mr. Craig Gatto •. In the
Features article in the March 2 edition of The Daily Eastern News. He
allegedly said, "It (the chemical
used to preserve the tissues used
for study) is something you either
get used to or you drop the
course.''
This is too simplistic a representation of the problem that many
persons have with the fumes which
are prevalent in the anatomy lab.
We have a number of ways to
reduce an individual's contact with
the organic v apors and to lessen
the trauma of working in the presence of preserved materials. We
will work with an individual in an
effort to reach a mutually acceptable mechanism for accomodating
such a difficulty which will also

allow her/him to learn the subject
matter. I repeatedly made this
point during. my interview for this
article.
Most persons who drop the
course do so for reasons not related to the conditions within the lab,
but because of other conflicts
caused by their overall class or
work demands. Of course, there
are persons who are too sensitive
or allergic to the fumes to remain
in class for either the lecture or lab
sessions. However, most persons
who do choose to drop the course
(for reasons other than overall
demands) do so not because of the
organic fumes but because of an
irreconcilable difficulty being in the
presence of preserved animal or
human organisms. As I noted
above, w e will work to circumvent
these difficulties. It is only afte r
such alte rnatives have been discussed that a student will " drop
the course."
Finally, I would also note that
some students who choose to drop

because of the difficulty working
with preserved materials c ~ come
back, and can successfully
complete the course at another
time.
Dr. Bryan G. Miiier
Coordinator, Mammalian Anatomy

Letter policy
The Dally Eastern News welcomes
letters to the editor from any reader addressing the issues relating to
the campus community, local,
state, national and international
affairs.
The name and telephone number
of at least one author must be submitted with each letter to the edl·
tor.
Lette rs should be restricted to
less than 250 words in length.
Only the first three names from
letters containing more than three
authors will be published unless
further specified.
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ocal health club sponsors collegiate
e out the weights and start lifting.
e Second Mr. and Ms. Eastern Illinois
ersity Contest will be held April 22 in
eeGym.
t>arrell Latch, owner of Son Light Total
ss Center, 400 Sixth St., is sponsoring
contest for the second year. Students
register at the center before the April 1
ine.
Latch, a winner of 46 national and world

powerlifting records, recently won first
place in the Masters 242 lb. class in the
National ANPPC World Cup Powerlift
Championships.
Latch, 40, has only been weight lifting
for nine years and recently became a
grandfather.
Latch said he's sponsoring the contest
because he likes to help people feel better
about themselves. Body building, to him, is
an excellent way to accomplish this goal.
The satisfaction of seeing people look,

and most importantly, feel better about
themselves is something Latch has dedicated his life to.
"This contest is designed simply for the
competitors in appreciation for all the hard
work that every one of them does throughout the year," Latch said.
Contestants in the Mr. and Ms. Easern
University Contest must be registered
Eastern students and pay a $15 entrance
fee.
All contestants must provide their own

music for their individual posing routine.
Light oil is permitted. and only solid color
posing suits are allowed.
Mandatory poses are required so contestants can be judged juxtaposed to each
other in the same position. However, Latch
said a free posing category is included and
should be about 90 seconds with music.
All contestants will be awarded a trophy
in recognition of their hard work. There
will also be an overall trophy awarded to
the best male and female, Latch said.

RHH recognizes
tudents' hard work
NRHH is raising money to donate
to the Enochs Scholarship, which
is given out yearly to a person
Eastern 's campus recognizes who has contributed the most to a
hard work and involvement of residence hall. This year the
residence hall students through Enochs Scholarship is valued at
National $1,300 of which $1,000 is donatHonorary ed byNRHH.
NRHH raises money by holdThe top l percent of residence ing fundraisers within the resiall students that have demon- dence halls. Junior Julie Itahara,
ated outstanding leadership president of Lawson Inc., a coun"thin a residence hall are nomi- cil that helps with programming
ated by residence hall coun- activities for Lawson Hall, said
lors. the central housing staff, the biggest committee of NRHH
esidence Hall Association, and is desk sales.
Members are required to serve
RHH, said Sandy Gallion,
viser to NRHH and Pemberton on at least one NRHH committee.
all counselor. Once nominated Itahara, a second semester member, said she received all of her
expenence through her position
organization.
NRHH is a council of 38 mem- as president of Lawson Inc.
rs that not only gives recogni- "Experience is the key to workon to the students who show ing on NRHH, along with dedicautstanding leadership in resi- · tion to caring about the residence
nee hall activities, but NRHH halls."
Members are also required to
so serves in helping the resimaintain
a 2.25 GPA as well as
dence halls with their programs,
use
their
leadership qualities to
Gallion said.
Gallion said the main goal of work with the residence halls.

Senate opes to decide on proposal
The Faculty Senate will finish
its discussion of the Board of
,Governors proposed copyright
and patent amendment Tuesday
afternoon.
The amendment would give
ownership rights to the BOG for
any research work done by faculty members or students if the

Panther Lounge
16

Miller Night
oz. Miller Draft Cup

$1.@
75¢ Refills
YOU KEEP CUP
POOL Tournaments
Saturday 1 p.m.

BOG gave funding or time off to
complete the project.
"We hope to bring to closure
our consideration of the patent
and copyright issue," Senate
Chair Gary Foster said.
He added that the senate will
respond to the proposal in a letter.

KEN TAEVARTHAN I Staff photographer

Blowin' tunes

-~-

Senior Mark
Stanford.J of the E/U Jazz Band, plays the tenor saxaphone ·in a con·cert af'ffvpl·dk Coricel·~ '
c:::
Hall Monday night.

Driving laws may change for elderly
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Citing
a sharp increase in traffic accidents involving elderly drivers,
Secretary of State Jim Edgar on
Monday proposed tougher driver's license requirements for people over age 81.
The plan would require drivers
81 and older to take a driving test
every two years. Drivers 87 and
older would have to pass an annual road test to retain their license.

"TUNE UP" your comedy
talent with Chicago
Comedian

MIKE TOOMEY
TONIGHT at 8 p.m.
50¢ in the SUBWAY

Edgar would also require
drivers between the ages of 75
and 81 to pass a road test every
four years, but would drop that
requirement for drivers between
the ages of 69 and 74.
"I know this proposal is not
going to be popular with many
people, but this is something that
must be done if we 're going to
save lives," Edgar said at a
Chicaeo news conference.

The number of Illinois drivers
over age 81 has more than doubled in the last decade, from
37,704 in 1979 to 90.712 today,
and is expected to nearly double
again by the year 2000, according
to a study by Edgar's office.
The study found that the rate of
fatal accidents among drivers
between the ages of 81 and 86 is
more than four times as high as
that of the 2eneral oooulation.

US CONCEPTS COMEDY
COMPETITION
WED, MARCH 8T~
(tomorrow 7:00 in the Subway)

All you need is a clean, three minute
comedy routine. We supply the food & laughs!

ATTHE

EUROPEAN TAN SPA

Tanning

.-

•

is our only business

"The Quality Tan"

so we can give you the ultimate tan!
Twins (PG) 7:15
Working Girl (R) 7:00

Across from Jewel

345-9111

-. '

·.

'
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Sentor's wife featured in womens' em1nar,
titled "Women in Politics: Past,
Present and Future," and will
take place 7 p.m. Wednesday in
Jeanne Simon. wife of U.S. the Booth Library Lecture Hall.
The presentation will feature
S~n. Paul Simon (D-111.), will be
featured in a free presentation that other reputable women, such as
is part of Women's History and. State Sen. Penny Severns, State
Reps. Helen Satterthwaite and
~areness Month.
The presentation, which is Karen Hasara and Coles County
sponsored by The Women's Clerk Betty Coffrin.
"We started asking women in
Studies Council of Eastern, is

By GREG SCALIA

Staff writer

politics if they were interested in
speaking and very few said no,"
said Ruth Hoberman, associate
professor of English, and chair of
the council.
Hoberman also said the presentation will be given by a panel of
the featured women, as well as
two other professors from the
political science department.
Wendy Hamand, associate pro-

ence members will have
opportunity to talk to the panel.
"We want to encourage ·
gling and continued discussion
the topics," Hoberman said.
The Women's Studies Co

fessor of history, will be mediating the panel and prior to the discussion she will give a brief history of women in politics.
"Each member will speak for
about 10 minutes and then there
will be a very long question and
answer session," Hoberman said.
After the presentation, there
will be a reception where audi-

staff and community mew
The council has been sponso ·
women's activities since 1983.

Soviet Union proposes extensive military reductions
VIENNA, Austria (AP)-The
Soviet Union proposed huge
reductions in troops and armor
and recommended Monday that
the Warsaw Pact and NATO negotiate to eliminate all battlefield
nuclear waepons from Europe.
Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Scevarndadze;s proposals went
far beyond the reductions NATO
plans to suggest at conventional
arms talks that begin Thursday.
In a later speech, Secretary of
State, James A. Baker ill told 35
foreign ministers gathered in a
baroque palace that the West's
goal, at least initially, is to r~uce

Big business
helps growth
of small town
PROPHETSTOWN, Ill. (AP)Leaders of this northwestern
Illinois community said it might
not survive without another business, so they went out and bought
mte.
"We figured if we didn't grow,
we'd die," said Howard "Bud"
Thompson, 58, a local hog hauler
and president of Prophetstown
Manufacturing Inc., or PMI,
which brought Clear Creek
Furniture Co. to this community
of 2, 100 about 80 miles west of
Chicago.
"It's going to take something
like this to keep small towns
alive, revived, or whatever you
want to call it," he said. "As you
go around Illinois you can smell
death. "
Clear Creek has eight workers
who saw, sand, and spray finish
on oak furniture patterned after
designs of the 18th and 19th
century. The furniture sells in 14
states, especially in the Midwest.
With the federal government's
approval, local officials created
PMI, sold $10 shares and made an
offer to Darrell Milsap: you need
the capital, we want your furniture.
Milsap and his wife, Diane,
packed up the company and
moved 75 miles from Granville in
north central Illinois to the banks
of the Rock River in Whiteside
County, where they manage the
business now owned by PMI.
Wayne Proeger, 34, Clear
Creek's chief assembler, said,
"It's very difficult to keep a small
town going. Small businesses
have trouble competing with large
corporations."
Added Proeger, " I like living
in small, rural communities.
There 's more of a relationship
between citizens. In big cities
people don't talk to one another
and, of course," he said, "we've
got a lot more space."

the Warsaw Pact's current advantage in conventional forces.
Estimates vary, but give the
Soviet-led alliance at least a 2-1
advantage in tanks.
"The Warsaw Pact's conventional military preponderance,
especially in the spearheads of
attack, is what makes an invasion
possible," Baker said.
He urged Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to implement the "new thinking" that
guides economic and political
reform in the Soviet Union by
renouncing
the
Brezhnev
Doctrine "beyond any shadow of

a doubt."
That doctrine permits military
intervention in a Soviet bloc
country in the event of a liberal
insurrection. The late President
Leonid I. Brezhnev enunciated it
after the Red Army crushed the
liberal "Prague Spring" of 1968
in Czechoslovakia.
"Those in the East should be
free of the fear that armeq Soviet
intervention, justified by the
Brrezhnev Doctrine, would be
used again to deny them choice,"
Baker said.
He also said Australia would
organize a conference to prvent

1 DAY NEW YORK TRIP
SATURDAY, .JUNE 3 $189
From Champaign, Includes air & 3 hr city tour
Call Chery Before March 6

CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU
301 W. LINCOLN 345-7731 •THE FUN TRIP

'$

t<""\Ot.4J'-'

345-7312

Memory Lane

'y

1{.e.stau.raunt

Tuesday's Specials
Double Hamburger
Fries & Reg. drink
$2.50

the spread of chemical weapons
and the Bush administration was
exploring ways to speed the
removal of U.S. chemical
weapons from West Germany.
Baker added, however:
"Unilateral action is not enough.
The Soviet Union has enormous
stocks of chemical weapons
threatening Europe. We therefore
call on the Soviets to join us, to
accelerate the destruction of their
enormous stockpile of these
frightening weapons."
In Bonn, Chancellor Helmut
Kohl said: "I welcome this inten-

tion to explore ways for the
removal of chemical weap
from the Federal Republic."
Kohl's chief spokesm
Friedhelm Ost, said earlier B
had telephoned the chancell
Sunday night and told him
aging U.S. chemical weapo
would be withdrawn by 1992.
Shevardnadze countered
NATO proposal to retire at I
25,000 Warsaw Pact tanks,
reduce armor, artillery and
sonnwl carriers on both sides
5-10 percent, with a three
plan for the radical cuts.

'~~DE
~MB
it TA.NS
$5.00 each

10 for $35.00
15 for $50.00
•Hair Cuts $7.50
•Sculptured Nails
$18.00
w/this Ad
expires 3-14-89

Mostaccioli Dinner
Salad & Garlic Bread
$2.95
5pm-9pm

ALSO Late Night Specials 9pm-lam

. Delivery Service 5 pm to 1 am

This

Spring
Break, go
Greyhound
Instead
For just $49.50 each way, you and your friends
can afford to pile on greyhound. Whether it's the
beach, the slopes or your hometown going
Greyhound won't cramp your style.

$4gso

Each way based on round-trip purchase.

CALL MATTOON 234-3333
FOR SCHEDULE
FIIIB~'!leYJt'?n'!i~':

As the world gets smaller, opportunity

gets larger with the IIT MBA.
Technology is at the heart of America's oompetitiveness. This helps explain why
many IIT educated managers reach t.op management positions fast.

Implement innovation with the UT Full-Time MBA.
IIT offers uniquely focused specializations in: Operations and Technology
Management, lnfonnation Management, Finanre, Marketing and Organization
Management.
Optional salarioo summer int.emships are available with many of Chicago's
le,ading C011>0rations. Financial aid is available for qualified students. IIT offers a
part-time MBA program as well.

Tomorrow Starts Today at IIT.
OPEN HOUSE LOCATIONS: HOURS lOam to Noon
March 11th (Sat.)
March 18th (Sat.)
Main Campus, Room 113, Stuart Bldg. IlT West
10 W. 31st. Street
600 S. Lambert Road
Chicago, IL
Glen Ellyn, IL .
Call 312-853-5848 today for complete information.

llD

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE O F TECHNOLOGY

School ol IQiness ...........ation, Oicag0, 11:.60618.
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tudents face charges
An Eastern freshman could
two sentences of four to 15
s in prison for two separate
·dents of residential burglary if
is tried and convicted on the
es.
Anthony Claris.. 720 Regency
' le, #12 Hampton, was arrestin connection with a Dec. 4
1988) burglary at 706 Regency

Circle, #11 Hampton, the apartment next door to Clark's.
Court records indicate information concerning the Dec. 4 incident was filed on March 3, and a
warrant was issued. Bond for
Clark was set at $5,000.
In a separate incident, Clark
and freshman Corey Glass face an
April 4 jury trlaI in connection

with another burglary, which
occured Feb. 3 or 4 at 2106 Ninth
St., #36.
If tried on the charges, Glass,
who was arrested only in connection with the February burglary,
and Clark could face four to 15
years in prison, which is punishable for a class 1 felony.

Ross Hodel, IBHE executive
director, told the Associated Press
that "the universities have made
significant progress ... since 1983
when the board first began studying this issue."
But Eastern's current high
school course requirements for

beginning freshmen still don't
meet up to the standards established by the IBHE in 1985.
Applicants are only required to
have two years of social studies,
two years of mathematics and one
year of science.

Jerry's Pizza & Pub
introduces

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
-Pizza
-Garlic Bread

-Spaghetti
-Salad Bar

$3.99

plus tax

Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
Children 10 & under eat for $2
4th & Lincoln

in store special

345-2844

eallocation,s
•from page 1
ourse requirements advisory
mstead of mandatory. If the ruling
is reversed Tuesday, each university will maintain the freedom to
establish their own admission
standards.

ormer informant wants reward
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-A forr federal informant is at odds
"th the Internal Revenue Service
ver a reward he says he is due
for helping to crack a $16 million
money-laundering scheme based
1n Bloomington.
"Public disclosure laws won't
let us discuss the case," said Kris
Zini, IRS spokeswomen in
Springfield.
Another
government
spokesman said informant Donald
Montgomery may be entitled to

some of the millions recovered in
the case. But a judge first must
decide how much will go to the
IRS as seized income.
"We don't owe him any
money, in the sense of anything
that's public," Assistant U.S.
Attorney Pat Chesley said
Monday.
"He has made application for a
reward. In general, people who
provide information to the IRS
can petition for a reward. In this

case, there are a number of civil
lawsuits as to the disposition of
the money. It is by no means clear
how much money the IRS is to
receive, if any, from this civil
morass."
Montgomery, 49, has enlisted
the help of a Mississippi congressman to pry loose the disputed money for Montgomery's
assistance to authorities in tracking down Richard and Bridget
Jones of Bloomington.

Lighter Side
Daily Omelette, Muffin and Fruit specials
one half sandwich and cup of soup specials
cup of soup and salad bar
Chicken f'ajita Tostada
Grilled Chicken Breast and Vegetable
lus many other regular and low-cal specials ....

i'7'·• .

7th & Madison

345-7427

~IP1ECIT&ILlT-W
~l!Jl]3~

RUN TO

#l Ham, Salami, Bologna, American & Swiss
cheese, lettuce, tomato, & mayo ......... $2.99
#2 Ham, Turkey, American & Swiss cheese,
lettuce, tomato, & mayo ................. : .... $2.89

LINCOLNWOOD

#3 Turkey, American & Cheddar cheese,
lettuce, tomato, mayo, & sprouts........ $2. 79

PINETREE
APARTMENTS

#4 Ham, American & Cheddar cheese, lettuce,
tomato, & mayo ..................................... $2. 79
#5 American, Swiss, & Cheddar cheese,
lettuce, tomato, mayo, sprouts, onions, &
green pepper.......................................... $2.59

RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR
Fall 1989
· To Make An Appointment Call

Tues.
Import Beer Nite
All 12 oz.
mported Beers On
Special 30 to
Choose From
8-CL

Wed.
Special on all
Rail Drinks
11

0nlyTo The
Ladies"
8-CL

345-6000
FALL AVAILABILITY
PARK PLACE I
• 1,2, & 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
•Laundry &
Parking

PARK PLACE II
•Brand new 3
Bedroom units
• Fully Furnished
• Central A/C
• Dishwashers
•Balconies
·Laundry &
Parking

(ON 7th ST. ACROSS FROM UNION)
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS-

Watch for the

SPRING SPORTS
GUIDE
COMING SOON
in the Daily Eastern
News

ST. JAMES PLACE (1905 S. 12th ST.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units
• A.C. •Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Sandwiches served with pickle & chips

All day delivery!
Sun-Thurs: 11 am-11 pm
Fri &Sat : 11 am-12 pm

1416 6th St. 345-1433

OPEN AUDITIONS
for the University Theatre
production of

JACQUES BREL
Is Alive And Well And Living In Paris
A Musical

7:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, MARCH 7 &..
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
In the Theatre
Doudna Fine Arts Center
CASTING FOR 6 OR 8 PEOPLE
TO PREPARE: CHOOSE 2 SELECTION (SHOW TUNES PREFERRED)
-ONE BALLAD
-ONE UP-BE.AT
-4 - 6 MINUTES IN LENGTH
-MUST DEMONSTRATE MOVE.ME.NT IN THE UP-TEMPO NUMBER

AN ACCOMPANIST WILL BE PROVIDED
CALLBACKS WILL BE HELD AT 7:00 P.M.
THURSDAY, MARCH 9

In the Theatre

348-1479

(after 1 p.m.)

or (217) 359-0203

AUDITIONS A RE. O PEN TO A NY RE.GISTERE.D EASTERN STUDENT.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PHONE 581 -3110
Between 8 :00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday

Tuesday s
1
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Report errors immediately at 581-2812.
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous

Corr
notifi
ad aft
day.

[jfServices Offered

[ifAdoption

[jfFor Rent

[jfFor Rent

~or

"My Secretary" Professional
resumes, papers, letters, etc.
903 18th. 345-1150. 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
PROFESSIONAL RESUME
PACKAGES: Quality papers,
big selection, excellent service.
PATTON QUICK PRINT; 820
Lincoln, next to Super-K. 3456331.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
CHARLESTON
COPY-X
Resume specials, large selec-

ADOPTION: Financially secure
childless couple wish to adopt
infant. Will give love, warmth,
security. Legal/Medical expenses paid. Call collect 618-4668450 Tom & Jackie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
Adoption - we can offer your
infant picnics, piggyback rides,
love and security. We are a
happily married couple, responsible, caring and financially
secure. Confidential, legal.
Expenses paid. Call Cheri and

Townhouses Best in town for
the money. Two bedrooms furnished. 11 units in the 1600
block 7 University Dr. 9 units at
6th St. & Polk. $148 ea. for 3,
$124.50 ea. for 4 people. 9
month lease. Phone 345-6115
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
1 bedroom apts. 751 6th Sir.
345-6621
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7
2 bedroom apt. for 3 females 1430
1/2 9th street 150.00 month. Call
345-6621 or 348-8349

Summer subleasers 2 or 3
girls. Furnished, all utilities
paid. A/C. Rent negotiable.
348-7545.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
One bedroom apartments; very
near EIU; range, refrig, and
drapes provided; two people
max; 9 or 12 month leases;
$320 or $250 per month; 5816243 or 345-4220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE
1074 10th St. (2bedroom) com-

FOR SALE: CARVER RECEIVER, DENON TAPE DECK &
DISC
PLAYER.
DENON
TURNTABLE, & INFINITY
SPEAKERS. (345-4798)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10

tion, friendly. fast service.

Mike collect at 312-380-1837.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _317

pletely furnished plus air. Heat

glasses in Blair Hall. Please

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _30

Copy-X your copy center! 207
Lincoln Ave. 345-6313.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15

1 or 2 bedroom apts. Available
June 1st or anytime up to Aug.
1st 9, 10, and 12 month leases.
6 blocks from EIU. Clean,
water, & garbage furnished.
345-4494

and garbage pickup furnished .
Available Fall 89 Spring 90
9month lease. 345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
APARTMENT NEEDED FROM
JUNE 10 UNTIL AUGUST 10.
WILLING TO SHARE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH
MALE OR FEMALE. CALL
AFTER 4:00. AIMEE (312)8911552
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/14

claim at front desk of Daily
Eastern News
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
Lose something? Find it in the
Classifieds in The Daily
Eastern News

Lost EIU Jacket. At Thirsty's
Thursday night. Blue w/ whit
lettering with "Chris" on front
If found return to Eastern
News

[jfHelp Wanted
Wanted: artist able to do color
seperation for silk screen shop.
345-5022 (9-5)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
Page One Tavern/accepting
applications for bartender/male
female/apply in person/ GUAR1\NTEED employment if serious
applicant.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
11.ssemble products at home.
Call for information . 504-6490670. Ext. 9202
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
SUMMER JOBS! f;XPLORE
MN ... Spend 4-13 weeks in the
land of 10,000 lakes. Earn
salary plus
room/board.
Counselors,
nurses
(BSN,GN,RN), lifeguards and
other positions available at MN
resident campus for children

and adults with disabilities.
Contact: MN Campus, RR#3
Box 162, Annandale, MN
55302 (612) 274-8376.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7
DAVE'S r MEMORY- "LANE
Delivery
Help
needed.
Guaranteed salary. Apply 3-5
pm at West Park Plaza. 3457312
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
Need a job? Find it in the
Classifieds in The Daily
Eastern News

[jfFor Rent
AVAILABLE NOW SUMMER OR FALL 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
APARTMENT RENTALS
820 LINCOLN STREET.
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Rooms for women 1415 7th St.
6th house from campus. 3453845 $165 or $110 with most
utilities.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Need 2 or 3 females for two furnished
apartments
near
Campus. All utilities paid. 3454243.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
2 non-smoking males for apt.
near south campus. $150 ea. +
share utilities. 345-3771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
RENT A MICROWAVE. ONLY
$7.80 PER MONTH. PHONE
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Male vacancy available at Park
Place for immediate occupancy. Contact Park Place 3481479.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Extra nice 3 bedroom furnished house for 1989-90
school year. Six people, 10
mo. lease, $160/mo. 3453148 evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
For Rent : McArthur Manor
Apartments. 2-bedroom, furnished. 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010

- - - - - - - - -3/10
Large furnished Apt. for 3 or 4
available now for 5 1/2 months.
Call 345-4757
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _010
Need 3 males for a 4 person
townhouse in Brittany Ridge for
the 1989-90 school year.
$175/mo. Phone 348-1262.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15
SUMMER ONLY - lowest rate
in town. $400 for 3 month lease
per apartment. 2 blocks from
campus. Call today 345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
1 and 2 bedroom furnished
apartments/1-4people. Leasing
for August. Some available for
summer. Laundry and parking.
No pets. 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/10
PHONE 345-3515 OR 3488837 AFTER 4:30 P.M. FOR
INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING: Furnished house.
Two blocks from EIU. Washer,
dryer. Clean and comfortable.
Four or five occupants. ALSO
Five Bedroom furnished apartment. Close to EIU. Washer
and Dryer. Central air. Extra
nice. Four or five occupants.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
For Fall - 1-2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apts and houses. 10
month lease - Deposit required
- 345-4010
3/9

Lost: Jean jacket, license,
Eastern ID, Keys at Krackers
Saturday. Found please call
Susan at 3638.

Found: Watch left on McAfee
Stage March 2 early evening.
Claim at Daily Eastern News
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
1 Man's gold watch and pair of

LOST: Gold swirled brooch al
Kracker's bar, Feb. 21 of sent~
mental value. REWARD Please
call (Sally) 348-5498.

YOU'VE CHEQED

UITH THE REIT;

now, GO

GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions. Call
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. GH-9997
for current repo list
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide (1) 805687-6000 Ext. S-9997
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/30
Must sell: 1984 500 Interceptor.

UITH TIE Bini

Kegency
Apts.

$1000. 348-0205

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
PANASONIC VCR, GREAT
CONDITION. REMOTE CAPABILITY NEW HEADS, MUST
SELL 150.00 O.B.O. 345-6198
LEAVE MESSAGE!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
Honda Aero 50 scooter.
Excellent condition. Excellent
gas mileage. $550 OBO. Call
Becky. 345-4725 or 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
FOR SALE: ZENITH 27 INCH
REMOTE COLOR TV. (345-4798)
3/10

LOST: Textbook for Psych 3601
Psychological Measurements. I
NEED IT. Call John Dobbs,
3183. Thanks

[jflost/Found

[jfFor Sale

Tuesday s

Your Home away
from Home that
Cares
Don't be left Homeless
call 345-9105 for appt.

The Dally Eastern News
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Lost/Found

Sale

23 Fleche
24 Pullulate
1 Gershwin
28 Schismatic
folk-opera role
group
5 Plant in a color
28Cookout
comparison
enticements
9 Crevasse
32 Type of lyric
14 Agreeable
poem
response
38Tip
15 Within: Comb .
form
38 TV science
series
18 Western story
writer
39 Plucky
17 Trammell of
40 Gull N of the
baseball
Gallipoli
18"--boy!"
Peninsula
19 Presage
41 Take for a ride
20 Shrove Tuesday 42 Forbidding
22 Pebble
43 Collar or college

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

44Waitson
45 Swift's forte
47 Train for a bout
49Albacore
51 Dilettante
!58 Grandiose tales
59 Side by side,
from Latin
81 Smashup
82 Deplored one's
lapse
83 Receipt of a sort
84 Flavoring seed
85 Discord
goddess
66 Shade of blue
87 Do, re, mi , etc.
68 Sinbador
Popeye
89 First name 1n
mystery novels

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

- - - - - - -Students

D

Yes

D

No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

DOWN
1 Headlights
2 Acclamation
3Cut
4 Rocket used as
a probe
5Small hound
6 Ballet leap
7 Kett of the
comics
B Emcee's
proposal
9 Beer,
sometimes

Classified Ad Form

no. words/days

10 High society
11 Jason's craft
12 Bewilder
13 Like a widow's
mite
21--dixit
25 Truck-stop sign
27 Weather satellite
29 Armstrong
walked here
30 Enthus1ast1c

Payment:
31 Without
32 - - Benedict
33 Prefix with chute
34 Skip
35 After-dinner
serving
37 Peerless
40 Beheld
44 I= airway hazard
46 Hastily printed
fi lm shots

48 Surrounded by
50 - - -ski
52 Sample
53 Poly follower
54 Commonplace
55 Moscow money
56 Look over
57 Pisa's river
58 Dogtrot, e.g.
60 Atmosphere or
ambience

D

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Cash

D

Check

D

Credit

Check number _ _ __

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild ID 15
cents per word first day. 10 cents per word each
consective day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Senate at that time (concerning scholarship
awards). I don't think I need to go into the
reason now (why the committee met with
her)."
A suggestion that a committee be
+ fr~pagel
formed to award scholarships was made to
weren't an investigative team," North
Chen, but never acted on, · Smith said,
"We were just trying to run down
adding that the attitude of the committee
problems."
and senate was one of, "let's back off now,
ics instructor Scott Smith, who was
because she knows we are watching. Now
of the ad hoc committee meeting with
that she knows we are concerned, let's see
, said they had talked to her in her
if she improves."
But Smith said, the senate did not make
really felt it was because she was
any attempts to monitor her. He said there
idated (that she did not attend the
were no reports from that meeting. "We
ty Senate)," Smith said.
didn ' t document anything," he said. "But
"th said some students felt the scholwe did get her attention."
"ps were being given out unequally.
North said the senate never did get to the
said not. That was the most serious
bottom of it.
e," Smith said, "but we could never
Hans Schmeits, former president for the
the bottom of it (because it was) too
Association of International Students, said
ult to prove.
he knew the Faculty Senate had suggested
mith said after meeting with her, the
installing a supervisory committee over
t of unfair scholarship awarding was
scholarship awards but added, "they
when she indicated that some of
(Faculty Senate) never communicated any
feelings of international students were
facts back."
valid.
But the issue did not die with the
a Monday, Feb. 20 interview, when
Faculty Senate. The following spring, durwas questioned about an ad hoc coming the 1987-88 school year, yet another
that met with her to discuss student
avenue was explored when Feza Pehlivan,
laints about scholarship awards, she
former president of AIS succeeding
to comment on the fall 1986 occurSchmeits, approached the Studeni Senate
" I had told the Facultv

Tuesday's

it:-:=::-::-:-:-:-.,.,..,.-'::""."":,..---,::-'.""'.3/7

MISS ILLINOIS, DAWN
UZZA, IN THE GRAND
ROOM THIS SATURDAY.
S
LINCOLN
TRAIL
EANT. MARCH 11, 7:00
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN
UNION LOBBY OR AT

DOOR

__________:3110
HA PHIS will be having a
informational rush party
7:30 tonight for any interestwomen. Call 345-6715 for
Information or rides.

[ifAnnouncements

[ifAnnouncements [ifAnnouncements

WANTED : ART STUDENT
INTERESTED IN EARNING
EXTRA CASH FOR DESIGNING A LOGO FOR LOCAL
BAND. KEEP TRYING - 3459408
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
The Miss Lincoln Trail Pageant
- A Miss America Preliminary
will be held this Saturday in the
Grand Ballroom at 7:00 pm.
Tickets are available at the
door and in the Union Lobby
this week. Don't Miss it!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/10
Dana Zilinski & Heather
Campbell Congratulations on
getting this weeks "smarty
pants" award. Keep up the
good work! Love your AST sisters

TO THE MEN OF THE
RUGBY TEAM, are you ready
for boatraces? The DELTA
ZETAS are and can't wait to
party tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7

PQMAKOY:
Congratulations on being chosen as Sigma Pi sweetheart.
Your DELTA ZETA sisters are
so proud of you!

~ SARA

Wednesday: student reaction and survey results about the international student
policies.

Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

Classified ads
hair as a hobby. Easy fun
uctions booklet $5 .99 lllngton . P.O. Box 15028
, Fla. 33684

if their GPA or student status is maintained,
students say.
In an interview with Chen in December,
she said she had only two or three scholarship awards to give out. However, results
from Daily Eastern News' interviews with
international students reveal several times
that number.
Last Monday, Chen refused to acknowledge the number of scholarships her office
currently had however, Wednesday Chen
revealed graduate student scholarships for
her office were $116,640 and $52,416 for
undergraduates for the 88-89 school year.
Currently out-of-state tuition, which
international students must pay, is
$2 ,598.85 a semester, according to
Eastern 's office of admissions.
Chen declined to speak about the awarding of scholarships saying, "I don't think it
is our purpose here to discuss scholarships
and the way they are given."
James Johnson, assistant dean of student
services, who was interviewed with Chen
simultaneously, said faculty members are
not aware enough of federal requirements
to adequately staff a committee to review
applications for international scholarships.

with similar complaints.
Andrea Pyle, executive vice president,
said the subject had come up in the
International/Minority Student Relations
Committee that Pehlivan was also a member of. Pyle said nothing could be done at
that time because of international student
fears.
Pyle said complaints at that time consisted of unfair scholarship practices and
Chen's lack of concern for student problems.
Political science major Harlan Aldort, an
active in AIS that year, said he assisted
Pehlivan with suggestions in dealing with
the scholarship situation.
"It bothered me that one person had
control of the scholarships and could use
that control over the students," said Aldort,
a U.S. citizen and former exchange student
to Israe.l
Eulalee Anderson, former international
student adviser who preceeded Chen's
acceptance of the job, explained during her
time and her predecessor's, scholarships
were given as long as students maintained
a certain grade point average and remained
in student status by taking the minimum
number of credits.
Currently students on scholarship are
required to apply each year with no guarantee that scholarships will be renewed even

[jfAnnouncements [ifAnnouncements

ALPHA SIGS, LAMBDA
CHIS, AND SIGMA NUS Don't forget our date tonigh_t
at Mom's! We can't wait to
see you all! Love the PHI
SIGS

CHEERLEADING OPEN GYM
North room of PAGE ONE.
MARCH 7-10 AT MCAFFEE
Thurs. All-U-Can Drink. $3
STAGE AT 4:30 PM . ALL
girls, $3.50 guys
INTERESTED MEN & WOMEN
INVITED
End Midterms with a bash,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9 ~ Thi,ir,s . North room of Page
---"~~-=-'-'"-"'----'3/:1 • ELF • Sorryd · missed the dead' -' Q~,,;$;3 gi'r1S) h$3 ; ~0 gu:yB',' :
Kellie Ryan - with an "e" is
line. AFTER four years I am sure
Starts 9:00
you know that I can be late.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....:3118
Alpha Sigma Tau's new social
chair! Sorry about the missing
Happy 4 years, and I hope the
Show ·a friend you care ... send
next 4 are even better. Love Jay
"e" Kellie!
them a classified!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7

A
~Me'TIM&~ ~~LA
~
"'i.'16-L... .. ...

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:317
AST - Sigma & Tau Pledges Keep up the good work! We
love you! The Actives
,.,,,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~3/7

BASAK The past month
been great. I am looking
rd to many more. LOVE

A

.

3/7

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:317

Sign up to be an usher for the
Bangles concert at the Student
Activity Center, Rm 201 in the
Union. Only a limited number of
people are needed, so hurry!
3/7

Campus Clips
EN IN COMMUNICATIONS INC. Combined meeting with
A will be tonight at 6 pm in Rm 207 Buzzard. There will be a
t speaker, Sandy Colee from State Farm Ins., She will speak
Internal communications
K SING COMMITTEE Committee meeting will be tonight at
In the Neoga Rm - Union. Reminder we will not meet tonight.
will be meeting with CHAPTER SING DIRECTORS instead at
above time and place
RICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION mandatory meeting
be tonight from 7:30-8:30 pm in Coleman Hall Rm 103. All
bers please attend! Pertains to the NSAC Competition in April
A NU GIRLS will meet tonight at 9 pm in the Union Walkway.
8:45 pm, Active 9 prn
CK STUDENT UNION weekly meeting will be tonight at 6 pm
Paris Room. Important meeting, all members need to attend
JA CHI LITTLE SISTERS will meet tonight at 6:30 (6pm
& Chairs) in Coleman Hall 2nd Floor
CHEER TEAM Cheerleading open gym will be tonight through
y from 4:30-6pm in McAfee. Anyone interested in getting a
ahead for tryouts (in April) please come!
EN'S STUDIES COUNCIL will have a lecture. Dr. Frank
e will speak on "Virgins, Amazons, and Heroes: Women in
SE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
LY for any event. All clips should be submitted to The Daily
tern news office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE THE
:TE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday
ould be submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday.
rsday is deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips
'bmitted after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
en by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting
rmation WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips my be edited for available

apace.

-:SATOR.t>A4s SCA~y
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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3 grapplers, go
on to nationals
Rule change keeps another out 1
By JERRY SOLBERG
Staff writer

Most of Eastern 's wrestlers
cruised into the NCAA Western
Regional with high expectations
and three of them fulfilled their
dreams, but several others were
left with someone else deciding
their fates.
Eastern, which finished with a
12-2 season mark, topped last
year's two NCAA tournament
qualifiers this weekend by sending seniors 118-pound Craig Sterr
and 177-pound Marty Molina,
along with 150-pound junior
Terry Murphy out of the meet
held in Des Moines, Iowa.
Sterr, who will be making his
third straight trip to the NCAA
finals, wa:; able to qualify with his
third-place finish because of a
newly instated policy.
This new ruling has only the
first-place finisher at the regional
automatically making the NCAA
tourney. The coaches then vote
for one other wrestler in that
weight class who they believe
also should go on to the NCAA
finals.
Sterr had the unfortunate task
of facing two wrestlers ranked in
the nation's top 10 and fell to
both. But because he came back
to easily defeat the rest of his
opponents, Sterr impressed
enough to earn a trip to Oklahoma
City for the NCAA tourney to be
held March 16-18.
"Sterr lost a tight match to a
guy ranked ninth in the nation
right away," Eastern coach Ralph
McCausland said. "He came back
and dominated the next couple of
opponents and qualified."
Molina would have · qualified
under either ruling with his second-place finish at the regionals.
But Molina didn't feel that his
final meet, a 4-2 loss, was his top
performance.
"I was not wrestling my best
match," Molina said. "I hope I
will be able to get tv my better
stuff by the nationals."
Although Murphy also recorded an second-place finish, he
didn't actually lose his final

match.
Murphy and Northern I~wa~
Pat Hogan fought to 4-4 tie past
overtime, when criteria then gavti
the decision to Hogan.
"I felt he won fair and
square," Murphy said. "I really
did want to get revenge on a 5-4
loss I had to him earlier in the
year."
Sending three wrestlers to the
NCAA tournament certainly adds
to an already impressive season,
but several other Eastern
wrestlers may have made it also if
not for the intervention of outside
forces.
If it were last year, Eastern
heavyweight Dan Ivanisevic
would be joining his three teammates at the nationals with his
second-place mark. But this
year's new rule allowed the
coaches to decide not to send
Ivanisevic, who had at least
seemed to convince his own
coach he was worthy.
"lvanisevic wrestled a whale
of a tournament," McCausland
said. "I just hope this doesn't
overshadow how well he wrestled."
Ivanisevic lost his final round
match by fall to Northern Iowa's
Joel Greenlee, who is ranked second in the nation.
Two other Eastern wrestlers
who may have qualified under
better circumstances were 134pound Ray Serbick and 142pound Dave Marlow.
Both were penalized points for
infractions in their matches that
McCausland said he felt were bad
calls.
"Officials really started to take
control of both of their matches,"
McCausland said. "It's hard to
wrestle when you wrestle homesta te wrestlers and their officials."
Although the regional did have
a couple of minor unfortunate
turnabouts like this, McCausland
didn't want to let these things
cloud some impressive showings
by the Panthers.
"You've got to be happy when
you send three wrestlers to the
nationals," said McCausland.

The Dal

MIDNIGHT
SPORT SHOPPE
1414 6TH ST,
In Old Towne Square
345 - 8218

~l

Tuesday March 7th ONLY
ALL DAY-ALL NIGHT

ENTIRE STORE IS AT LEAST 10°/o OFF Sug. List.
DANS KIN

9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

~eotards ~
tights
All tights

·

Tons of
Pre-Printed
Eastern
Clothing

•

EASTERN
JACKETS

Fossil Watches

•
I •• •
•

Water,
/.
Skeleton
Rock

e

e

--·]~
.--. f\
{)

r_J\t::=..B
·J\~~

2 pieces chicken, mashed potatoes
and gravy, biscuits, and coleslaw

$180

Refills on
drinks only

w;

SWIM SUITS

1 Table of Jeans
Jean Jackets
Your Choice
Value to $60
99 - $1999
$15
Men-Women

50%

OPEN

7 days
a week

5a.m.

7 days a week

8p.m.
daily

1305 Lincoln 345-6424

•••

e

Women
Lots of new styles

1- RACK

EASTERN

•

GUESS

·T-SHIRTS

Clothing Jeans• •
Men & Women •

•

BUGLE
BOY
JEANS

~

•

EASTERN·
·
· •.
JACKETS •
•
~

Most Shoes
Sug. List

ALL CLOSE OUT

~ SHOES • • •
Goes off at 1Opm
•

FOSSIL
WATCHES

Eastern Illinois
Sweatshirts •
Royal & Red

'. • •

Discounted Price

ENTIRE STORE IS AT LEAST 25°/o OFF
unless priced
below differently

8:00 PM-10:00 PM

·T-SHIRTS

•

NEW
NIKOATA
SLACKS

Clothing Jeans
Men & Women

DANSKIN
Leotards &
Tights

~FOSSIL
~WATCHES

ALL
RUSSELL
SWEATS ~

Shoes Excluded 10-MID

RUSSELL • • •
2nds
'
••
~

l.D.

•

tirA

EASTERN
Clothing JACKETS • •

•

ISA...

ENTIRE STORE IS AT LEAST 1/3 °/0 OFF

leotards

5 a.m. - 11 a.m.

~~Tt~e:r
Men &

All
2nds
Russell. $7.so
Sweats
•

DANSKINS

25¢
Also serving Breakfast

GUESS & BUGLE BOY

I

TUESDAY'S SPECIAL:

$199

T-SHIRTS.

KIDS CLOTHING 75°/o OFF

.G UESS

3 pieces chicken, mashed potatoes
and gravy, biscuits, and coleslaw

Eastern Ne

10 PM-MIDNIGHT

EVERYTHING
1/3
OFF

UNLf'SSPR1crn
Bf=LOW DIFF EJ"f= N rt'

Lettering excluded from sale

~

EIU Shirts

~

(reg. 21.00)

Hood
Sweatshirts

RUSSELL.
SWEATS
••
Crew Necks
&Sweat
Pants

2NDS

$7.50

•

75°/o
off

1 rack
SWIMSUITS

75%

CLEARANCE
RACK • •
NOW

•
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C shocks UNI, advances to meet EIU
which

conference's showcase with
o. 2 seed, the league's coach
year and players on both

the first and second team allAMCU squads.
But Eldon Miller and the purple Panthers exit in the first round
with a 19-9 season record, failing
to leap over the previously low
Flames.
UIC, which advances to meet
Eastern at 6 p.m. Tuesday with a
12-16 mark, placed five scorers in
double figures and hit 53 percent
of its field goal attempts.
Northern Iowa's offense could
muster just 38 percent from the
field, and first-team all-AMCU

pick Jason Reese was held to five
points.
Steve Phyfe, UNI's secondteam selection, scored a teamhigh 13 for the purple Panthers,
but provided far less firepower
than the Flames.
Chris Harris drilled nine of 13
field goal attempts and all six free
throw tries to lead UIC with 24
points.
Northern Iowa, which defeated
the Flames in two earlier meetings th is season, trailed 20-18
with 8:23 remaining in the first

half and saw the Flames fan their
lead to 46-30 by intermission.
Eastern has also defeated
Illinois-Chicago twice this season, topping the Flames 70-69 in
Chicago on Feb. 23 and 90-84 at
Lantz Gym on Feb. 4.
UJC entered the AMCU tourney after dropping 10 of its last
11 games, and clinched last place
in the conference standings last
Saturday by falling to No. l seed
Southwest Missouri State 68-59
in Chicago.

alpo tips Wisconsin-Green Bay 53-51
tip-in basket by Scott
with one second remainpropelled No. 4 seeded
'so to a 53-51 victory over
onsin-Green Bay, No. 5, in
opening game of the
i - o tinent
ities tournament
nday.
e upset win by the
ders, moves Valpo into a

semifinal matchup at 8 p.m.
Tuesday
with
Southwest
Missouri. Valparaiso knocked off
SMS 62-59 on the Bears'
Hammons Center court on Feb.
27.
Wisconsin-Green Bay, finishing its season with a 14-14
record, had a 10-point lead over
Valparaiso, 10-18, in the second
half.
The Crusaders took control
of the contest however, when it

ora, ESL

nt Wisconsin Badger Tim
, is led by another Locum
time around.
Locum, a 6-3 senior and the
er of Tim, averages 20 ppg
scored a team-high 16 points
the Wolves' 66-61 sectional
mpionship
win
over
binson. Coach Tom Welch's

Study Break Tonite
FRBB BBBF' BBQ 1 0-12
$1 Longnecks $1.25 Coolers

We •

EIU Students

10%

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

WITH ANY PURCHASE
348-5614
1/2 block east of
820 Lincoln
Old Main
THE
OFFICE
STORE
COMPANY@

--pagliai's Pizza
Weekly Specials
r----------,r----------;
: Small Pizza & : : Sunday Special
: Quart of Coke : :
I
I
I
I
I

$4 • 85 plus tax
th.
t
1 .t
( 1 ~m ~~1 ~~~)
expires

on Any Size Pizza
11 Double Cheese Included
11 $1 .00 savings on small
11 $1.50 savings on medium
11 $2.00 savings on large
(expires 5/ 10/89)

I
I
I
I
I

I

L----------~L----------~

~LargePTzz-a-&l

r--wed"nes'dav--1

:auart of Coke : :

Spaghetti Special :

I

I I

I
I

: :$1.99 Full Order :
I I
I
I I
4 'ti/ 1O p.m.
I

: $6. 95 plus tax
1 item thin crust

I

L_~e_:p~e_: ~~/~92_
J L_
OPEN
•

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS TRIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You11 develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you11 qualify to earn officer credentials
while completing college.

Free Thick Crust

11

_

winner here will likely face
rd-ranked Prairie Central
day. But the Hawks (27-1)
first have to get past Downs
Valley (20-8) at Normal.

basket.
Anselm led all scorers with 18
points, while Valpo 's Jim Ford, a
first-team all-AMCU selection,
added 15.
Green Bay was led in scoring
by Dan Oberbrunner's 14-point
performance,
but
AMCU
Newcomer of the Year, Tony
Bennett, disappointed with just
eight points in the final game of
his freshman season.

It was a record-breaking
night in Cleveland.
Ken "Mouse" McFadden
polished off a brilliant career
Monday, setting a new school
career scoring record, as
Cleveland State pounded
Missouri-Kansas City 99-61 in
its season finale.
McFadden scored 25 poinLs
against the first-year Division
I school, giving the 6-1 senior
2,256 career points and breaking the previous record of
2,235 career points, held by
Franklin Edwards, who played
for the Vikings from 1977-81.
In the process, McFadden also
increased the Association of
Mid-Contine11.i,JJAi''iHisitts
'career scoring mark, a record
he broke earlier this season.
In addition, 6-8 senior forward Warren Bradley had a
game-high 18 rebounds to
become Cleveland State's alltime leading rebounder.

U'\iarty's

sumption
Lantz
arch Madness drops an
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in
z Gym when the Flora
es (27-4) and the East St.
Assumption Pioneers (23t in Illinois High School
ociation boys Class A
tional action.
e winner advances to the
s A state tournament this
kend at Assembly Hall in
paign.
L Assumption, who had
er won a regional title until
year, would seem to be a
of destiny. In January it was
ced that the school would
at year's end. Since then,
sketball team, coached by
Woods, has used the immit closing as a battle cry
ard the ultimate goal of a
basketball championship.
e Pioneers, led by 6-7 junior
Stanbeck's 17 point-pere scoring average and
teff Dixon's 16 ppg, rolled
ugh the Vandalia sectional,
ting Patoka 80-60 in the
pionship.
ora, who went to the state
ament in 1984 with a team

went on a 15-3 scoring run to end
the game.
Valparaiso held a 28-27 halftime edge but quickly lost it after
intermission. The second half's
only tie occurred with l: 19
remaining when Crusaders guard
Mike Jones drilled a three-point
goal to knot the game 51-51.
On Val po 's final possession,
guard Todd Smith missed a jump
shot, but Anselm was there to
break the tie with his rebound

Mouse ends
CSU career
with record

J::pire.:_ ~1~~L

DAILY AT 4:00 P.M.
1600 LINCOLN 345-3400
*not valid with any other offer*

_J

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

' For More Information and Appllcatlon\
Visit Room 308, Kiehm Hall

or C.11 (217) 581-5944

By JAMES BETZOLD

A pair of AMCU tournament upsets, Page 11

Sports editor

Maybe a blizzard is just what
Eastern needed to get mean.
With 14 inches of snow on the
ground outside Hammons Student
Center in Springfield, Mo., the
Panthers (16-15) dismantled
Western Illinois (9-19) 81-47 in
the first round of the Association
of Mid-Continent Universities
post-season tournament.
The Panthers and the other five
visiting teams arrived in town
right before the winter storm
blasted the region and blocked
Interstate
44,
but
the
Leathernecks might just as well
have stayed home.
After leading 15-11 early in the
first half, the Leathernecks apparently ran into a snow drift. The
stall coincided with a 25-4
Eastern scoring run and an
Eastern defensive adjustment.
"We played good defense,"
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said
in a post-game radio interview.
"We switched to our matchup
zone about seven or eight minutes
into the first half. We played it
aggressively, and it really both-

ered Western Illinois."
Eastern 's scoring run began on
a rebound basket and foul by
Dave Vance. Vance missed the
free throw, but Eastern got the
rebound and Jay Taylor converted
a three-point goal to make it a
five-point play.
Midway through the scoring
barrage, though, Eastern suffered
a scare when Taylor was fouled
and had a severe cut opened
above his right eye.
"Jay's injury shocked us all,".
Samuels said. "He did have six or
seven stitches at halftime, and he
never got into a good flow in the
game."
Taylor still managed to return
and score a game-high 25 points,
but it was a team effort that
buried Western in the second half.
The cushion benefited the
Panthers twofold as they prepare
for semifinal action Tuesday.
"We got to rest all of our
starters for a good portion of the
second half," Samuels said. "It's
a good chance to rest our kids and
also give our guys off the bench a
~n

·

Jay Taylor

chance to get in and get a good
flow."
Next up for the Panthers is
Illinois-Chicago, an upset winner
over No. 2 seed Northern Iowa.
Eastern has defeated the Flames
twice this season, but Samuels
says that doesn't give his team
any reason to relax.
"This UIC team scares me,"
Samuels said. "You can see the
talent they have."
Western Illinois (47)
Richardson 4-7 0-0 8, Hilt 4-7 0-0,
Hayes 2 -4 0 -0 4 , Smith 6-9 4-7 18,
Hawk 2-6 1-3 5, Macomber 0-2 0-0 0,
crane 0-1 o-o o, Hampton 0-4 0-0,
Higgins 1-2 0-0 2, McCoy 1-3 0-0 2,
Van Duyne 0-3 0-0 O. Totals 20-48 S10 47.
Eastern (81)
Vance 4-7 3-5 11, Fowler 3-9 1-2 7,
west o-o o-o o, Taylor 10-19 2-4 25,
Jones 5-10 2-2 15, Johnson 0-0 0-0 O,
Mironcow 2-3 0-0 4, Hamilton 3-6 2-4
8, Tate 2-5 0-0 5, Olson 0-2 0-0 0,
Rowe 2-3 O-O 4 , Martin 0-1 0-0 O,
McKinnis 0-1 0-0 0, Combest 1-1 0-0
2 . Totals 32_671 0_ 17 81 .
Halftime: Eastern 38, Western 24:
Rebounds: Eastern 36 (Hamilton,
Fowler 8), Western 34 (Richardson
11).

Jaylor named league MVP
Eastern guard Jay Taylor was
named Association of MidContinent Universities Player of
the Year in a poll of media representatives released Monday
before the conference tourney
began at Springfield, Mo.
With a 25-point effort against
Western, the senior broke the
AMCU's single-season scoring
record of 720 points and now has
732.
Taylor, who entered Monday's
game averaging a league-leading
23.9 points per game, makes his
second consecutive appearance
on the All-AMCU team.
Other members of the 1988-89
All-AMCU team are: Valparaiso
center Jim Ford; Cleveland State

Worst of storm
past AMCU site
Springfield, Mo., experienced one of its
worst blizzards in the last century this past
weekend, but the Association of MidContinent Universities post-season tournament will progress as scheduled.
"It's slowing things down," Southwest
Missouri State Sports Information
Director Mark Stillwell said of the 14
inches of snow dumped on the city of
160,000. "But the tournament will stay on
schedule."
Interstate 44, the highway which connects St. Louis and Springfield, was
closed intermittently and had one-lane
traffic moving 25-30 mph Monday morning , according to a spokesman of
Missouri's Highway Patrol.
By 10:00 p.m. Monday, the Missouri
police said 1-44 had virtually returned to
normal, but highway reports from
Collinsville and Effingham indicated slippery and hazardous conditions in those
areas of Interstate 70.

guard Ken "Mouse" McFadden
(last year's Player of the Year);
Northern Iowa center Jason
Reese; and Southwest Missouri
State center Kelby Stuckey.
In addition, Northern Iowa's
Eldon Miller was named Coach
of the Year for his team's secondplace finish in the regular season.
In a preseason poll of conference
coaches, UNI was picked to finish fifth.
Wisconsin-Green Bay freshman Tony Bennett was named
AMCU Newcomer of the Year.
The only other Eastern player
awarded was forward Dave
Vance, who made his third consecutive appearance on the
AMCU All-Academic team.

JACKIE WEBER/Staff phot

Eastern guard Gerald Jones shoots over Wisconsin-Green Bay's To
Bennett Saturday night at Lanlz Gym.

Lady Pajlthers fall short at ISU
By BILL LOOBY
Staff writer
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Illinois State hauled in 51
rebounds in charging to a 83-71
victory over the Lady Panthers
in a Gateway Tournament
semi-final Monday at Redbird
Arena in Normal.
The win vaults the Redbirds
into the championship game
against Southern 111inois, which
beat
Drake
80-65
in
Carbondale Monday.
The Redbirds dominance of
the boards Monday included 20
offensive caroms, while
Eastern could only come up
with 29 total rebounds.
"They totally dominated us
on the boards," Eastern coach
Barbara Hilke said. "Illinois
State shot well and rebounded
·well."
The Redbirds used pinpoint
shooting to pull out to a 39-29

halftime lead, getting 16 points
from center Cindy Kaufmann
and eight points out of guard
Ellen McGrew. Kaufmann finished with a game-high 29
points.
Eastern fell 16 points behind
in the second half, when Leslie
Ferrell hit a layup with 8:01
remaining.
But then Eastern started a
comeback bid that had to have
the Redbirds thinking about
last year's tournament final.
Eastern beat Illinois State in
the 1988 Gateway title match
after coming back from a 21point deficit in the second half.
This year, Sheryl Bonsett hit
a three-point shot that cut the
Redbird lead to 70-64 with
1:37 left in the game.
"For a while there I thought
it was going to be a case of deja
vu," Hilke said.
However, the Redbirds
quelled the Eastern rally hitting

13-14 free throws in the final
1:23 to ice the game.
Tracy Roller led the second
half charge, scoring all 14 of
her points after the intermission. Lisa Tyler chipped in with
13 points, 11 coming in the second half.
Absent from the Lady Panther
offense was Barb Perkes, who
finished with only seven points
after hitting two of 12 field
goal attempts. Perkes led the
Panthers in their miracle victory over the Redbirds last year.
"She was definitely out of
sync," Hilke said. "She could
not move her feet on defense;
she did not have a good game."
Perkes missed a major portion of this season, hobbled by
stress fractures throughout the
Gateway season.
The Lady Panthers beat the
Redbirds last Wednesday 75-67
but the home court again
proved to be a factor. The home

team has won in the series
of the last 11 times. This
the first time Eastern
played in the new Redb
Arena.
"I'd like to congratu
Illinois State, they playe
good ballgame, Hilke said.
Eastern (71)
Perkes 2-12 2-2 7, Tyler6-1
O 13, Mull 6-11 2-2 14, Bonsett
0-0 9, Ethridge 0-6 0-0 0, Roll
10 0-0 14, Frierdich 6-9 0-1 12,
Cavanagh 1-3 0-0 2, B. Willia
O 0-0 0. Totals 32-73 4-5 71.
Illinois State (83)
Govan 0-6 4-5 4, Robinson
1-21, Kaufmann 10-22 9-1119
Tanner 6-8 2-2 14, McGrew 6-1
0 13, Ferrell 5-9 0-0 10, Garre
2-2 0-0 4, Fulton 0-2 8-10 8. 1i
29-64 24-30 83.
Halftime score: Illinois State 39,
Eastern 29.
Rebounds: Eastern 29 (Bons
Roller 6), Illinois State 10 (Gov
Attendance:923

